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that their status would be as good after a proletarian revolution.
Accordingly they remain, for the most part, the more or less
reluctant allies of the capitalists.
Marx, by his teaching, created the class war which he prophe-
sied, but by his excessive glorification of manual labour he
caused the division of classes to come at a lower point in
the social scale than was necessary, and thereby made enemies
of the most important class in the modern economic world, the
men who do the skilled work of industrialism. These men could
have been won over to Socialism—-or at any rate many of
them could—if it had been presented, not as a doctrine of
vengeance on the more fortunate classes, but as a more
scientific and intelligent way of organizing the world's production
and distribution. Private capitalism has proved itself impossibly
chaotic, and unable to produce that prosperity which ought to
result from the increased productivity of labour. It is clear that
the incentive of profit is no longer the right one over a large
field of production, and that some method of organization such
as Socialists advocate has become necessary to the economic well-
being of mankind.
It is possible, at the present day, to advocate international
socialism from the standpoint of efficiency rather than from that
of the class-war. But in the England of the '405, from which
Marx's outlook was in the main derived, such a point of view
was scarcely possible. Any man not utterly blinded by class bias
was bound, unless he were a callous brute, to feel a fierce
indignation against the industrial employers. At that time, the
proletariat was growing rapidly, and the opposition of class
against class in all industrial regions was fierce and sharp. Most
of the middle-class economists made themselves apologists for
the employers, and defended abominations by means of fallacies
which Marx exposes with well-deserved scorn.
There is nothing astonishing in the fact that Marx's appeal
was mainly to class antagonism, when one considers what
British capitalism was in the first half of the nineteenth century.
And although, in Great Britain, capitalism became less brutal
after 1846, its cruelties continued in full force wherever it was
conquering new territory; indeed, in the Belgian Congo it reached
a pitch of atrocity far surpassing the worst evils of the mills and
mines in the North of England. There is no limit to the cruelties
men will inflict for the sake of gain. This is not a new fact
produced by capitalism: Coeur de Lion's treatment of the Jews,

